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Magnetic-ordered states of the pyrochlore iridates Nd2Ir2O7 (Nd227) and Sm2Ir2O7 (Sm227), showing metal–insulator
transitions at 33 and 117K, respectively, were studied by both the muon-spin-relaxation (μSR) method and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. A long-range magnetic ordering of Ir moments appeared in conjunction with the
metal insulator transition, and additional long-range-ordered states of Nd=Sm moments were confirmed at temperatures
below about 10K. We found that the all-in all-out spin structure most convincingly explained the present μSR results of
both Nd227 and Sm227. Observed internal fields were compared with values derived from DFT calculations. The lower
limits of the sizes of magnetic moments were estimated to be 0.12 μB and 0.2 μB for Ir and Nd moments in Nd227, and
0.3 μB and 0.1 μB for Ir and Sm moments in Sm227, respectively. Further analysis indicated that the spin coupling
between Ir and Nd=Sm moments was ferromagnetic for Nd227 and antiferromagnetic for Sm227.

1. Introduction

Geometrical frustration provides an ideal platform to study
the exotic electronic ground states of magnetic moments that
have an antiferromagnetic interaction. The series of systems
having a pyrochlore lattice structure with the corner-sharing
tetrahedral lattices of magnetic atoms is an interesting
example of geometrically frustrated systems. These systems
show a variety of electronic states such as heavy-fermion
behaviors,1,2) superconductivity,3) anomalous Hall effects,4,5)

metal–insulator transitions (MITs),6,7) and a possible spin-
liquid state.8) One of these systems is the pyrochlore iridates,
R2Ir2O7 (R227, R ¼ Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, or Ho), which
have the relatively large spin–orbit coupling (SOC) inherent
in Ir 5d electrons and a d–f exchange interaction that has
been suggested to lead to peculiar electronic properties.9–11)

R227 also show MITs at TMI, which seem to be accompanied
by magnetic transitions. TMI gradually decreases from 141K
for R ¼ Ho to 117K for R ¼ Sm with increasing ionic radius
of the trivalent R. TMI suddenly drops to 33K for Nd227,
and no MIT is observed in Pr227, which shows metallic
behavior.12–14)

The appearance of magnetically ordered states below TMI

has been confirmed by muon-spin relaxation (μSR) studies
on some of the R227.15–18) Clear muon-spin precession
behavior is observed below TMI, proving the appearance of
a coherent magnetic long-range ordering (LRO). No muon-
spin precession behavior and no signature of the appearance
of static magnetic-ordered states are observed in Pr227 down
to 25mK.19–21) Changing R, a frozen glassy state with small

magnetic moments is observed in the case of R ¼ Bi, which
has a larger ionic radius than Pr.22)

One important point in the investigation of the R227 series
is to clarify how Ir moments order for different R and their
relation to the MIT. This is because the Ir moment has a large
SOC effect and is expected to play a key role in describing
the intrinsic electronic properties of R227. Another important
point is to study the effect of the d–f exchange interaction on
the ordered state of Ir moments to obtain the magnetic phase
diagram. In our previous paper on Nd227, we reported that
the LRO of Ir moments appear in conjunction with the MIT
at TMI ¼ 33K.18) The estimated internal field at the muon site
caused by the only LRO of Ir moments is smaller than those
observed in other R227, such as R ¼ Yb, Y, and Eu.15,17)

This leads us to a previous conclusion that the Ir moment is
reduced as the system changes from the insulating state to the
metallic state. In addition to this LRO of Ir moments, another
ordered state of Nd moments is observed below around 10K.
This Nd ordering enhances the internal field at the muon site.
Since a pulsed muon beam was used for our previous study18)

at the RIKEN-RAL muon facility,23) this additional internal
field from Nd moments has not been clearly distinguished
due to the limited time resolution of the muon detection
system and should be investigated by DC muon beams with a
higher time resolution. In addition to Nd227, the magnetic
properties of Sm227 are still unclear. Although the result of a
μSR study on Sm227 has already been reported,24) the MIT
of the sample was not clear and the sample was slightly
conducting even below TMI, which was lower than that
observed in other reports (TMI ¼ 117K).13,14) The estimated
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magnetic transition temperature (TN ¼ 70K) is not consistent
with TMI suggesting the lack of an LRO.24) This may be due
to the difficulty of the preparation of samples.

Since Sm227 is the neighbor to Nd227, it is important to
restudy this system to clarify the novel electronic states of
R227 by μSR using samples having clear MITs with well-
defined TMI. Until now, important magnetic properties such
as spin structures and the sizes of magnetic moments have
not been well clarified because the Ir moment is expected to
be very small and because Ir is a good neutron absorber
similarly to other R elements such as Sm and Nd. A neutron
experiment estimated the size of the magnetic moment of
Nd,25) but this study did not include the effect of the d–f
exchange interaction due to the lack of the scattering signal
from the Ir moment. μSR is a sensitive and useful
microscopic magnetic probe for investigating the static and
dynamic properties of small and neutron-insensitive magnetic
moments. Numerous μSR studies have already revealed
novel electronic states in many frustrated systems.26–32) It is
obvious from past μSR studies that μSR can clearly sense the
appearance of LRO in R227.15–18,24) Recently, we have been
trying to clarify spin structures by using μSR data in
conjunction with density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions. When muon-spin precession is observed, precession
frequencies give us information of internal fields originating
from the surrounding magnetic moments at muon sites. These
internal fields are estimated on the basis of the dipole–dipole
interaction between muon spins and surrounding magnetic
moments. Such combined studies involving experimental and
computational techniques can allow us to discuss the spin
structures in magnetic-ordered states including the effect of
the d–f exchange interaction, which is still unclear and needs
to be investigated. Accordingly, we carried out μSR and DFT
calculations on both Nd227 and Sm227 systems in order to
understand the change in the Ir magnetic moment.

2. Procedure

Polycrystalline samples of Nd227 and Sm227 were
synthesized by the solid-reaction method.13,14) Both samples
were firstly verified to be in a single phase by X-ray
diffraction measurement. Resistivity measurements on the
samples were performed before the μSR study in order to
evaluate the sample quality. The TMI was confirmed by the
resistivity measurements using the standard four-probe
method to be 33K for Nd227 and 117K for Sm227. The
MIT behavior was the same as that previously reported,
indicating that our used samples also had the same quality as
those used in previous studies.13,14,18,25) The μSR study was
carried out in the DOLLY area at the Paul Scherrer Institut
(PSI) in Switzerland. A continuous surface-muon beam was
used in order to observe fast muon-spin precession, which
was not observed by using pulsed muon beams at RIKEN-
RAL. The asymmetry parameter, AðtÞ (μSR time spectrum),
is defined as AðtÞ ¼ ½FðtÞ � �BðtÞ�=½FðtÞ þ �BðtÞ�, where
FðtÞ and BðtÞ are the numbers of muons detected by forward
and backward counters, which are aligned upstream and
downstream of the sample along the beam line, respectively.
α is a parameter used to geometrically compensate the
numbers of muons counted by the forward and backward
counters. The time evolution of AðtÞ was measured up to
about 8 µs under the zero-field (ZF) condition, for which the

time resolution is about 30 times higher rather than that used
at RIKEN-RAL.

DFT and dipole-field calculations were conducted in
RIKEN by using a cluster supercomputing system named
HOKUSAI Greatwave. The electrostatic potential was
estimated in both Nd227 and Sm227 by using the computa-
tional program of the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP).33,34) The plane wave approximation and pseudo-
potential method were used for DFT calculations. Dipole-
field calculations to estimate the internal fields at the muon
sites were carried out taking into account the spherical
volume with 100Å radius surrounding the muon.

3. Results

3.1 Nd2Ir2O7

Figure 1 displays ZF-μSR time spectra measured at lower
temperatures below TMI ¼ 33K. Clear muon-spin precession
was observed down to 1.5K. The precession frequency
increased and the precession amplitude decreased as the
temperature decreased below 10K. Accordingly, it was
confirmed from the observation of the clear muon-spin
precession behavior that Nd moments indeed undergo LRO
below about 10K. This result is clear confirmation of the
suggestion from the neutron scattering experiment25) as
discussed in our previous study.18)

The time spectra were analyzed by using the following
function, and the internal field at the muon site was
estimated.

AðtÞ ¼ A1e
��1t þ A2e

��2t cosð!t þ �Þ þ A3e
��3t ð1Þ

The first component expresses the slowly relaxing behav-
ior beyond 1 µs. The fitting quality of this component was the
same as that of Fig. 1(a) in our previous paper.18) The second
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Zero-field μSR time spectra of Nd2Ir2O7 measured
at several temperatures below TMI ¼ 33K. Clear muon-spin precession was
observed down to 1.5K. Solid lines are the best-fit results obtained using
Eq. (1). The precession frequency seems to increase with decreasing
temperature, showing the increase in the internal field at the muon sites.
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component expresses the muon-spin precession. The third
one describes the fast-relaxing component of the time
spectrum observed in the earlier time region within
0–0.1 µs. A1, A2, and A3 are the initial asymmetries at t ¼ 0.
�1 and �3 are the relaxation rates of the slow- and fast-
relaxing components, respectively. �2, ω, and ϕ are the
damping rate, precession frequency and phase of the muon-
spin precession, respectively. The internal field at the muon
site, Hint, was calculated from ω by using the equation
! ¼ ��Hint, where �� is the gyromagetic ratio of the muon
spin (2� � 13:55 kHz=G). The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the
best-fit results subtracting the small background components,
which originate from muons surrounding the sample.

Figure 2 exhibits the temperature dependences of the
extracted parameters from the analysis of the ZF-μSR time
spectra. In addition to the analysis results of the current study
(red=light marks), our previous data measured at RIKEN-
RAL are also displayed (black=dark marks).18) The analysis
results are in good agreement with those obtained at RIKEN-
RAL. The temperature dependence of the resistivity of the
sample measured in this study is also indicated in Fig. 2. The
clear change in the resistivity at TMI (¼ 33K) is shown by the
broken line. Hint shown in Fig. 2(a) starts to increase just
below TMI and tends to saturate between 20 and 10K. The
error bars of Hint in this temperature range are about the
same size as the symbols. Then, Hint increases again with
decreasing temperature and saturates below about 5K. The
second increase in Hint was due to the appearance of
additional LRO of Nd moments. The saturated internal field

was determined to be about 530G. This value was almost the
same as that estimated in our previous study from the μSR
measurement in a longitudinal field (LF) applied along the
initial muon-spin direction.18) Since Hint increased when Nd
moments underwent LRO, the direction of the dipole field
from the Nd moments at the muon site is parallel to that
caused by the LRO of Ir moments. The additional field
caused by Nd moments was about 260G.

�1 indicated in Fig. 2(b) shows a peak around 10K in
its temperature dependence and decreases with decreasing
temperature below 10K. This behavior can be understood
to be due to the slowing-down behavior of the Nd moments
that appeared around 10K when Nd moments underwent
LRO. �2 tends to increase with decreasing temperature below
about 10K. This parameter reflects the degree of the
distribution of the internal field at the muon site in LRO.
Therefore, the increase in �2 means that the coherency of the
alignment of Nd moments is relatively deformed compared
with that of Ir moments.

3.2 Sm2Ir2O7

Figure 3 displays ZF-μSR time spectra of Sm2Ir2O7

measured at various temperatures. Above TMI ¼ 117K, the
time spectrum is almost flat within the time region of 0–1 µs.
This flat time spectrum means that the muon-spin polar-
ization is slowly relaxing and no strong internal field exists at
the muon sites. This slow relaxation behavior is considered
to be mainly caused by dynamic thermal fluctuation of Sm
moments. With decreasing temperature, the time spectrum
rapidly changes just below TMI, and the fast-relaxing
behavior appears within 0–0.2 µs. With further decreasing
temperature, clear muon-spin precession behavior is ob-
served. Therefore, it is clear that LRO occurred in Sm227 in
conjunction with the MIT, as observed in Nd227. Since this
tendency is also observed in other R227, the appearance of
LRO in conjunction with the MIT is a common characteristic
electronic property in the series of R227. The amplitude of
the muon-spin precession was larger than that of Nd227. This
means that the coherent length of the magnetic order in
Sm227 is larger than that in Nd227. Since no fast relaxation
behavior was observed, the analysis function of Eq. (1)
excluding the third component was used for the analysis of

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (Color online) Temperature dependence of (a) internal field at the
muon site, Hint, (b) slow relaxation rate, �1, and (c) damping rate of the
muon-spin precession, �2, obtained from the analysis of the ZF-μSR time
spectra of Nd2Ir2O7 by applying Eq. (1). Red=light marks are the analysis
results obtained in the current study and black=dark ones were obtained in
our previous study.18) The broken line indicates TMI (¼ 33K). The Nd
moments undergo LRO below about 10K, as suggested by the neutron
scattering experiment.25) The area at T > TMI indicates the paramagnetic
region. The temperature dependence of the resistivity of this sample is also
displayed in (a) by the solid line as a reference of the MIT.13,14)
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Fig. 3. (Color online) ZF-μSR time spectra of Sm2Ir2O7 measured at
various temperatures. Clear muon-spin precession behavior is observed just
below 117K, which is the same as TMI. The precession frequency and the
amplitude are much larger than those observed in Nd2Ir2O7, indicating that
the internal field at the muon sites is larger and that the spin alignment is
more coherent than those of Nd2Ir2O7. Solid lines are the best-fit results
obtained using Eq. (1).
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the time spectra in the case of Sm227. The solid lines in
Fig. 3 are the best-fit results.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependences of the
extracted parameters from the analysis, drawn in the same
manner as in the case of Nd227. The temperature dependence
of the resistivity of the sample measured in this study is also
indicated in Fig. 4. The clear change in the resistivity at TMI

(¼ 117K) is shown by the broken line. The existence of
a well-defined TMI indicates the same quality of this sample
as those reported in previous studies.13,14) Hint displayed in
Fig. 4(a) starts to increase just below TMI and tends to
saturate below about 60K. This saturation in Hint below TMI

was the same as that observed in Nd227. The saturated Hint

was about 830G. With further decreasing temperature, Hint

decreases again below about 10K. The decrease in Hint was
in the opposite direction compared with the case of Nd227.
�1 remains constant with a small value above TMI and
suddenly increases below TMI. No critical slowing-down
behavior was observed at TMI. This was also the same
behavior as that of Nd227.18) After �1 gradually increases
with decreasing temperature below TMI, �1 is markedly
enhanced below about 20K and shows a peak at about 10K.
�2 remains nearly constant below TMI and slightly increases
below about 20K.

4. Discussion

4.1 Comparison of Hint between Nd227 and Sm227
While the LRO of Ir and Nd moments in Nd227 was

clarified and discussed in our previous study,18) clear
evidence of the occurrence of LRO of the Nd moments in

a sea of coherently aligned Ir moments was obtained in the
current study by observing clear muon-spin precession
behavior even below 10K. This means that even though
Ir moments showed LRO just below TMI in Nd227, Nd
moments still dynamically fluctuate down to 10K. Thus, the
triggering mechanism of the magnetic ordering of Ir moments
is not due to the ordering of Nd moments, but is caused by
the MIT.

It should be noted that the additional internal field
originating from the ordered Nd moments at the muon sites
is in the same direction as that induced by Ir moments
because Hint increases when the LRO of Nd moments
appears. In contrast, Hint in Sm227 decreases below about
10K. This difference in Hint leads to the same conclusion as
that obtained from the discussion for the case of Nd22718)

that only Ir moments undergo LRO below TMI in Sm227 and
that Sm moments are still fluctuating in the sea of coherently
ordered Ir moments. The enhancement in �1 around 10K, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), is therefore regarded as the appearance of
the slowing-down behavior of Sm moments toward LRO
below 10K, and the LRO of Sm moments creates additional
internal fields at the muon sites, which was also observed in
Nd227. Even so, there are some differences. One is that the
saturated Hint in Sm227, which originates from only the Ir
moments, was about 2.5 times as large as that of Nd227. The
other is that the change in Hint below about 10K is in the
opposite direction to that of Nd227. The former result simply
indicates that the Ir moments in Nd227 is smaller than that in
Sm227. The latter result means that the direction of the
additional internal field at the muon sites originating from the
ordered Sm moments is opposite to that of the internal field
originating from the ordered Ir moments. This suggests that
the spin coupling between Sm and Ir moments is opposite to
that of Nd227.

4.2 Estimation of muon stopping sites by DFT calculations
As the next step, we discuss the sizes of magnetic moments

and the spin alignments of Ir, Nd, and Sm from the current
μSR study. In order to do this, the most important
information is the muon stopping sites in Nd227 and
Sm227. An injected muon is considered to initially stop at
minimum-potential positions in the crystal because it has a
positive charge.35–37) An example of the expected muon-
stopping positions in pylochrore systems was first reported
by Foronda et al. for Pr2B2O7 (B ¼ Sn, Zr, Hf).38) They
suggested that muons stop near an oxygen atom, which is
located in the center of the R tetrahedra. This is because an
injected muon has a positive charge and preferentially stops
close to anions, which have negative charges.

Initial muon stopping positions can be predicted by
estimating the minimum-potential positions from DFT
calculations.35–37) Figure 5 shows the minimum-potential
positions in both Nd227 and Sm227 estimated from our
DFT calculations. These positions are located on the trigonal
symmetry axis and outside of the R tetrahedra. As can be
easily seen, the initial stopping positions are similar in both
Nd227 and Sm227 but are different from those suggested
from the previous μSR study on Pr2B2O7 (B ¼ Sn, Zr, Hf).38)

The potential distribution in Pr2B2O7 is expected to be
different from that of Nd227 and Sm227 due to the different
ionic sizes of the composing elements, causing a change in

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. (Color online) Temperature dependences of (a) internal field at the
muon sites, Hint, (b) slow relaxation rate, �1, and (c) damping rate of the
muon-spin precession, �2. These parameters were obtained from the analysis
of the ZF-μSR time spectra of Sm2Ir2O7 by using Eq. (1). The broken line
indicates TMI (¼ 117K).13) The Sm moments undergo LRO below about
10K. The area at T > TMI indicates the paramagnetic region. The
temperature dependence of the resistivity of this sample is also displayed
in (a) by the solid line as a reference of the MIT.
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possible muon positions. More detailed DFT calculations are
currently being performed to determine the difference in
muon stopping positions.

4.3 Spin structures and magnetic moments of Nd227 and
Sm227

Assuming local minimum-potential positions as the muon
stopping sites, Hint values were simulated in order to discuss
the spin structures in Nd227 and Sm227. We examined the
cases of the all-in all-out and two-in–two-out spin structures
for both Ir and Nd=Sm spins. These structures are considered
to be realized from the view point of the pyrochlore structure,
while the all-in all-out spin structure is strongly indicated
from the results of neutron scattering25) and X-ray measure-
ments.39) Antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spin cou-
plings between the Ir and Nd=Sm tetrahedra were also
examined. These couplings are displayed in Fig. 6.

First, Hint at the position suggested by Foronda et al. was
examined. It was found that neither the spin structures nor
the couplings successfully explained our current results. In
particular, the saturated Hint from only Ir moments was
calculated to be very small at this position even though a
possible maximum magnetic moment of 1 �B was assumed
on Ir. Since this suggested position seems to be reasonably
symmetric with surrounding Ir moments, Hint from the Ir
moments should be fairly well canceled. Accordingly, Hint

was examined by assuming our estimated muon positions
shown in Fig. 5. Firstly, the two-in–two-out spin structure
was examined. It was found that this spin structure could not
explain our current results well. This was due to cancellations

of dipole fields caused by anti-parallel spin directions within
the Ir and Nd=Sm tetrahedra.

Secondly, the all-in all-out spin structure was investigated
taking into account Hint from the Ir and Nd=Sm moments
independently. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the simulation
results for the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spin
coupling in the case of Nd227, respectively. The size of the Ir
moments changed from 0.09 to 0.24 �B as the size of the Nd
moments changed from zero to 0.8�B. Hint from the only Ir
moments (about 320G) is indicated at the zero value in the
Nd moments. Then, the size of the Ir moments was estimated
to be 0.12�B in order to explain the observed value. The
increase in the size of the Nd moments reproduced the
change in Hint below about 10K.

The experimental results of the saturated Hint at around 20
and 1.5K are also shown in Fig. 7 by solid lines (the lower
line is for only Ir and the upper line is for both Ir and Nd).
The width of the solid lines indicates the width of the data
scattering, which was estimated by eye from Fig. 2(a). In the
case of the antiferromagnetic coupling, Hint decreases with
increasing size of the Nd moments from zero. This means
that the direction of the Hint component from the Nd
moments is opposite to that from the Ir moments. This result
does not match the experimental result, which shows an
increase in Hint when LRO appears and the size of the Nd
moments is increasing below about 10K. On the other hand,
Hint increases linearly with increasing size of the Nd
moments in the case of the ferromagnetic coupling. This

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (Color online) Minimum-potential regions, which were estimated
from DFT calculations, (a) in Nd2Ir2O7 and (b) Sm2Ir2O7. The tetrahedral
structures composed of Nd=Sm (yellow=purple large balls) and O (red small
balls) atoms are shown. The four trigonal symmetry axes of the R-tetrahedron
are also shown by solid lines. Isosurface areas indicate the regions with
energy 100meV higher than that at the minimum-potential positions. The
exact minimum-potential positions are highlighted by dark color in the
isosurface areas.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (Color online) Possible couplings of Ir spins with Nd=Sm spins
in the case of the all-in all-out spin structure. These models were used for
DFT calculations in the current study. (a) Antiferromagnetic coupling and
(b) ferromagnetic coupling.
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magnetic (a, c) and ferromagnetic (b, d). These couplings are shown in
Fig. 6. The values of Hint from the Ir and Nd=Sm moments were calculated
independently.
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tendency matches the current μSR results and also supports
the prediction suggested from the neutron scattering experi-
ment.25) Accordingly, the possible size of the Nd moments
was estimated from Fig. 7(b) to be about 0.2�B in the ground
state. This value can be obtained from the intersection
between the experimental and simulated values.

The same method was applied to the case of Sm227. The
simulation results of the saturated Hint in the case of Sm227
with the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spin coupling
are shown in the Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), respectively. As can be
seen in Fig. 4(a), the direction of the Hint component from
the Sm moments is opposite to that from the Ir moments and
tends to cancel Hint as the size of the Sm moments increases.
Therefore, the antiferromagnetic spin coupling more con-
vincingly explains the experimental results. Following the
same logic as that used in the case of Nd227, we estimated
the size of the Ir and Sm moments to be about 0.3 �B and
0.1�B, respectively. As a result, we can conclude from the
current study that the size of the Ir moments decreases by
more than a half when R changes from Sm to Nd, although
the Ir moments was suggested to remain at 0.5�B, even in
Nd227 from the previous DFT calculations.40)

Finally, it should be noted that these estimated magnetic
moments are lower-limit values. In the case of strongly
hybridized systems, magnetic moments are expected to be
spatially distributed around the nuclear position through
the hybridization with electronic orbitals of surrounding
anions.41) This spatial distribution reduces Hint due to the
cancellation effect of dipole fields originating from symmet-
ric positions around the nuclear position. In addition, the
stopping muon itself will cause local deformation of the
crystal structure, resulting in the relaxation of the muon
position.38,42) This local effect sometimes modifies the
electronic state around the muon and reduces the size of
the magnetic moment nearest to the muon.42) Recently, it has
also been pointed out that the existence probability of the
muon itself is spread around the local minimum position due
to the self-zero-point vibration motion, which is a character
of a fine particle.35) These local and quantum effects caused
by the injected muon reduce Hint. This means that the
magnetic moments of Ir, Nd, and Sm estimated in the current
study on the basis of the simple point-dipole estimation are
underestimated and are the average lower limits of realistic
values. However, even taking into account these local effects,
the all-in all-out spin structure and the spin couplings
between the Ir and Nd=Sm tetrahedra do not change. It
should also be noted that our current result is the first
experimental estimation of the possible sizes of magnetic
moments of Nd, Sm and Ir that includes the effect of the d–f
exchange interaction. Advanced DFT calculations taking into
account these local and quantum effects are on going and will
be reported separately.

5. Summary

Zero-field μSR measurements were performed on Nd2Ir2O7

(Nd227) and Sm2Ir2O7 (Sm227) in order to investigate their
spin structures and magnetic moments. In the case of Nd227,
the additional LRO of the Nd moments was confirmed below
about 10K. The saturated internal field at the muon sites,
Hint, which originates from both Ir and Nd orderings, was
accurately estimated to be about 530G. In the case of Sm227,

the LRO of the Ir moments appeared just below the metal–
insulator transition temperature, TMI ¼ 117K, as well as in
the case of Nd227. The additional LRO of the Sm moments
appeared below about 10K. This result clearly demonstrates
that the appearance of the LRO of the Ir moments is a
common electronic property of the R2Ir2O7 system and is
triggered in conjunction with the metal–insulator transition.
In the case of Sm227, Hint increased with decreasing
temperature below TMI and saturated below about 60K with
a value of about 830G. In contrast to the case of Nd227, Hint

decreased with decreasing temperature when the Sm mo-
ments started to undergo LRO below 10K. The all-in all-out
spin structure within the Ir and Nd=Sm tetrahedra was
confirmed to be realistic from the DFT and dipole-field
calculations. The magnetic moments of Ir, Nd, and Sm were
estimated to be Ir ¼ 0:12�B and Nd ¼ 0:2�B for Nd227, and
Ir ¼ 0:3�B and Sm ¼ 0:1�B for Sm227. The spin couplings
between Ir and Nd=Sm were found to be ferromagnetic for
Nd227 and antiferromagnetic for Sm227. We conclude that
the magnetic moment of Ir4+ shrinks by more than a half
when the rare-earth metal is changed from Sm to Nd.
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